
Đề thi tiếng Anh lớp 7 giữa kì 2 - Đề số 3 
Task 1: Choose the word with a different way of pronunciation in the underlined part. 

1. A. vision  B. sign   C. specific  D. information 

2. A. celebrate  B. happen  C. mistake  D. cupcake 

3. A. bear  B. beer   C. year   D. atmosphere  

4. A. visited  B. decided  C. wanted  D. stopped 

 

Task 2: Choose the word with a different stress pattern 

1. A. mistake  B. common  C. sunburn  D. survey 

2. A. midterm  B. resource  C. service  D. enjoy 

 

Task 3: Choose the best option to complete each sentence 

1. _____ is not fictional, but rather presents real-life events and people. 

A. Horror film 

B. Comedy  

C. Documentary  

D. Cartoon 

 

2. You should pay attention to _____ when you are on the road. They help you go on the right 

way and not violate the traffic rules. 

A. pedestrian 

B. traffic signs 

C. traffic jams 

D. car 

 

3. The doctor told her she needed to lose weight. _____ , she found it difficult to change her 

eating habits. 

A. But 

B. Though 

C. However 

D. Therefore 

 

4. The film was very _____ and boring so I fell asleep in my seat. I would not recommend it to 

anyone. 

A. interesting 

B. enjoyable 

C. funny 

D. dull 

 

5. Hoang _____ the photos at the Songkran Festival in Thailand last April.  

A. take 

B. takes 

C. taken 

D. took 

 



6. Many famous Korean artists will perform _____ dances and folk at the Korean Culture 

Festival. 

A. tradition 

B. traditional 

C. traditionally 

D, traditioning 

 

7. _____ the movie was a comedy, it still had some emotional moments that made me cry a lot. 

A. However  

B. Although 

C. But 

D. Because 

 

8. People often confuse my _____ sister because they are very similar in appearance. 

A. brother 

B. perform 

C. featured 

D. twin 

 

9.  When we _____ the traffic rules, we are helping to create a safer environment for everyone. 

A. do 

B. obey 

C. think 

D. drive 

 

10. _____ she works hard and energetically, she can’t finish the project on time by herself.  

A. So 

B. Even though 

C. Thought of 

D. However 

 

Task 4: Choose the words or phrases that are not correct in standard English. 

1. Did you like comedy movies? - Yes, of course I do. They are funny and interesting! 

2. Their performance in the music festival last night was a big disappointing. 

3. The little girl cried a lot when she watched the ending of Puss in Boots: The Last Wish 

because of its moved scenes. 

4. I would highly recommend Skyfall, especially if you are excited on action films. 

 

Task 5. Read the following passage and choose the best answer for the questions below. 

Toy Story is a computer-animated comedy film produced by Pixar Animation Studios and 

released by Walt Disney Pictures. The film is set in the world of toys, and it follows the story of 

Woody, a pull-string cowboy doll, and Buzz Lightyear, an action figure. Woody is the favorite 

toy of a young boy named Andy Davis, and he is jealous when Andy gets Buzz for his birthday. 

Woody tries to get rid of Buzz, but Buzz escapes and goes on a journey to find his way back to 

Andy. Woody eventually realizes that he needs Buzz to help him get back to Andy, and the two 

toys become friends.  



The film was praised for its groundbreaking animation, its humor, and its heartwarming story. 

The Toy Story has become one of the most successful and beloved animated cartoons of all time 

and won a lot of prize awards. 

 

1. What type of movie is Toy Story? 

A. comedy 

B. action 

C. horror 

D. science-fiction  

 

2. Who are the main character of the film? 

A. Woody and Andy Davis 

B. Buzz Lightyear and Andy Davis 

C. Woody and Buzz Lightyear 

D. Woody, Buzz Lightyear and Andy Davis 

 

3. When does Andy get Buzz? 

A. On Christmas 

B. On Easter 

C. On Halloween 

D. On his birthday 

 

4. Why did Buzz and Woody finally become friends? 

A. Because Buzz is no longer jealous with Woody anymore. 

B. Because Woody needs Buzz to help him get back to Andy. 

C. Because Woody tries to get rid of Buzz. 

D. Because Andy gets new toys and doesn’t like them anymore. 

 

5. Has Toy Story won a lot of prize awards? 

A. Yes, it has. 

B. Yes, it is produced by Pixar Animation Studios. 

C. No, Toy Story has not been nominated for any awards. 

D. Yes, it is not successful. 

 

Task 6. Rewrite the sentences using the word given. 

1. You’d better not play football on the pavement because it’s so dangerous. (should) 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

2. Lisa spent 3 hours learning this poem by heart. She couldn’t read it loud and smoothly. 

(Though) 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

3. The distance from the Nam Giang hotel to the airport is about 30 km. (It) 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

4.. Even though the movie was great and fantastic, the ending was a bit disappointing. (however) 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

5. How about going to school by bike? I think it’s friendly to the environment. (Why don’t we) 

___________________________________________________________________________ 



Đáp án 

Task 1: Choose the word with a different way of pronunciation in the underlined part. 

1. B 

2. B 

3. A 

4. D 

 

Task 2: Choose the word with a different stress pattern 

1. A 

2. C 

 

Task 3: Choose the best option to complete each sentence 

1. C 

2. B 

3. C 

4. D 

5. D 

6. B 

7. B 

8. D 

9. B 

10. B 

 

Task 4: Choose the words or phrases that are not correct in standard English. 

1. Did 

2. disappointing 

3. moved 

4. on 

 

Task 5. Read the following passage and choose the best answer for the questions below. 

1. A 

2. C 

3. D 

4. B 

5. A 

 

Task 6. Rewrite the sentences using the word given. 

1. You shouldn’t play football on the pavement because it’s so dangerous.  

2. Though Lisa spent 3 hours learning this poem by heart, she couldn’t read it loud and 

smoothly.  

3. It is about 30 km from the Nam Giang hotel to the airport. 

4. The movie was great and fantastic. However, the ending was a bit disappointing. 

5. Why don’t we go to school by bike? I think it’s friendly to the environment.  
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